WORKSHOP

Problems in Context
planning for authentic tasks

Resources referenced in this professional development:
www.mathalicious.com
‘Dating Zone’ is an adaptation of the Mathalicious lesson ‘Datelines’

http://www.mathalicious.com/lessons/datelines

The Dating Zone: Half-Plus–Seven

Part 1: The “Half-Plus-Seven” Rule
When looking to date someone that’s younger than yourself, how young is too young?
To answer this question, some people use the formula “half-plus-seven”, which means take
your own age, cut it in half, and then add seven.
a) Using the “half-plus-seven” rule, fill in the following table.
Age: older person

16

22

60

40
40

Age: younger person

10
16

b) Do you agree with the rule? Based on your table, does the rule always make sense?

Part 2: The “Dating Zone”
Let’s use the “half-plus-seven” rule to figure out the age range that a person can safely
date within (based on their age).
a) The youngest you can go:
Let the variable a represent your age and the variable d represent the age of your date.
Write an equation that represents the age of the youngest person you can date.
Check your equation. Does it follow the “half-plus-seven” rule?
If so, graph your equation and label the line “youngest”.

Your age:

20

40

60

100

Your (younger) date’s age:

b) The oldest you can go:
What if you’re the younger person? Using the same variables, write an equation that
represents the age of the oldest person you can date.
Test out your equation. Do your numbers make sense?
Once you’re satisfied, add it to the graph and label the line “oldest”.

Your (older) date’s age:
Your age:

20

40

60

100

c) The “Dating Zone”
Now that you’ve graphed the upper and lower dating limits, shade in the region that
represents a person’s acceptable dating range (the “dating zone”).
Right now your equations give the extremes – the oldest and youngest a person can date.
How can you modify your equations to include the entire Dating Zone?
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The Dating Zone: Half-Plus–Seven

Part 3: Who’s in the Zone?
a) Let’s take a look at the famous fictional couple – Edward Cullen and Bella Swan – from the
Twilight book series. Edward, a vampire, was born in June1901, while Bella, a human, was born
in September of 1987.
Plot Edward and Bella on your graph. What does their location tell you?

b) Many famous couples also have large (but less extreme) age differences.
Pick two celebrity couples and plot them on your graph.
Be sure to show your work and label your points on the graph.
Couple #1

______________ and

______________

In Dating Zone?

Couple #2

______________ and

______________

In Dating Zone?

c) If someone is out of your Dating Zone, will they ever be in it? Explain.

Part 4: Extension
Will Edward and Bella ever be in the Dating Zone? If no, why not? If yes, when?
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Datee’s!Age,!d!(years)!
your date’s
age (d) in years

200!
190!
180!
170!
160!
150!
140!
130!
120!
110!
100!
90!
80!
70!
60!
50!
40!
30!
20!
10!
0!
0!

5!
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10! 15! 20! 25! 30! 35! 40! 45! 50! 55! 60! 65! 70! 75! 80! 85! 90! 95! 100! !
Dater’s!Age,!a!(years)!
your age
(a) in years
!
!

When planning, go through the task from start to
finish. As you do this, consider different approaches
students may take (regardless of correctness) and
what types of misconceptions may arise.
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Sample Lesson Overviews – Mathematics in Context

http://www.mathalicious.com/lessons/compromised

http://www.mathalicious.com/lessons/grading-scales-of-justice
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Sample Lesson Overviews – Mathematics in Context

http://www.mathalicious.com/lessons/cartogra-fail

http://www.mathalicious.com/lessons/tricks-of-the-tray-d
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Planning guide for: _______________________________________
Evaluate
What skills and content
knowledge do students need to
understand the task?

Troubleshoot

Support

Misunderstandings

How will students acquire and demonstrate
understanding of the task?

Guiding questions to support students

Ways students may approach
this task (method/steps)

Student Misconceptions

What information will students
need to obtain?

What information might students ask for?
What issues might they have with the
information they find?

How will students be able to acquire the
information they do not have?

What skills and content
knowledge do students need to
complete the task?

What struggles might students
experience?
At what points in the task will students
need assistance or explicit guidance?

What supports will be in place to help
struggling students?
How will skills, concepts, and/or processes
be conveyed to students?
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